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The question

• What are the limitations and challenges of 

Singapore’s economic growth model? And 

what reforms and transformations do you 

think are required to overcome those 

limitations and challenges, particularly in 

terms of productivity and innovation?



What is productivity?

How much stuff you make with how much resources.



What is productivity?

For the economy as a whole, labour productivity roughly 

equals GDP/workers, or VA/workers.

And VA roughly equals profits + wages + depreciation



What causes economic growth?

Annual GDP growth

Increase due to labour force growth

Increase due to the increased capital intensity of 

labour

‘Residual’/total factor productivity (TFP)



Why is productivity important?

“Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is 

almost everything. A country’s ability to improve its 

standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its 

ability to raise its output per worker.”

- Paul Krugman, The Age of Diminished Expectations.



Singapore’s Economic Performance







Increase in economic volatility
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What was the growth model that emerged 
after the 1980s?
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Diminishing returns to labour



“I advance the notion that Singapore is a victim of its own targeting policies, which are

increasingly driving the economy ahead of its learning maturity into the production

of goods in which it has lower and lower productivity… although Singapore might be

experiencing learning-induced improvements in total factor productivity within

individual sectors, this is masked at the aggregate level by a movement into industries

in which the economy is less productive.”

Alwyn Young, “Tale of Two Cities: Factor Accumulation and Technical Change in Hong 

Kong and Singapore”, 1992

“All of Singapore’s growth can be explained by increases in measured inputs. There is

no sign at all of increased efficiency. In this sense, the growth of Lee Kuan Yew’s

Singapore is an economic twin of the growth of Stalin’s Soviet Union – growth achieved

purely through mobilization of resources.”

Paul Krugman, “The Myth of Asia’s Miracle”, 1994

What have economists said about Singapore?



“There have been no studies, to my knowledge, of the relative dependence of these

countries on foreign investments as an instrument of economic growth. My own

subjective impression is that this dependence is strongest in Singapore and that the

participation of national entrepreneurs in promoting industrial development is smaller

here than in the other countries…

Not only is Singapore more dependent on foreign entrepreneurs than are Hong Kong,

Taiwan and South Korea, but her position is probably unique in that she is now

dependent on a continuing supply of foreign workers to sustain growth… This, then, is

the setting against which we have to consider our long-term problem of income

distribution…

… All this involves a fundamental matter of policy. The question we must answer sooner

or later is this: ‘When do we stop growing?’ Or to be more precise, at what point do we

stop importing foreign workers and cease to encourage foreign entrepreneurs and

capital in Singapore? Because of our limited land area, industrial expansion together

with the concomitant population expansion will produce overcrowding to increasingly

uncomfortable limits.”

Goh Keng Swee, Singapore in the International Economy, 1972







Immigration Policy, Labour Forge Growth and Final Population Size 

The Future  Singapore Society – Switzerland or Dubai?



Points to ponder

- What is Singapore’s economic model and how does it relate to Singapore’s

productivity challenges?

- Does Singapore need a new economic model? If so, what assumptions

need to be rethought?

- How important will entrepreneurship and innovation be to Singapore in the

future?

- While GDP per capita is high, the wage share is low by rich country

standards. A large part of profits is repatriated rather than invested

domestically.

- What role does the aspirations of Singapore’s citizens play in its economic

restructuring?



Questions?


